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A N d e  About the Autb,ar 
Paul Nclvick is d t o r  of the Morning Freiheit, 
prog~essive Jewish daily, and one of its founders 
(1922). He is the author of a number of pamphlets 
on Zionism and other Jewish problems, and of the 
foIlowing books: Palestine, the Ambs, the Jews 
j1932); The Socialist Party (1934) and Europe- 
Belureen War and Pea~e (1948). Mr. Novick 
visited Eumpe including the Soviet Union in 1929, 
1952, 1936, and 1946, also Palestine in 1952, and 
Birobidjan in 1936, For m y  years associate editor 
of the Morning Feihsid, he became its editor-in- 
chief after the death of M. J, Olgin in 1939. 
He is a member of the National Executive Board 
of 'the Jewish Peoples Fraternal Order, she Na- 
tional Executive Board of the Committee of Amer- 
ican Jewish Writers, Artists and Scientists, and the 
National Executive Eloard of the Ykuf, af Ambijan, 
of Morning Frei fleit Association. 
THE NEW JEW IN THE SOVIEW UNIQN 
By PAUL NOVICK 
HE Soviet Union is che only country in Europe where. 
in apire ai all the efforts of Hitlcr to extern~inate the T, cwish people, tniilioris of Jews have survived. 
I his is a primary fact in relation to the development ol die 
Jewish people in the U.S.S.R. since &e birth of Soviet p e r  
iu 1917. The survival of millions of Jews in the U.S.S.R. is a 
- 
uiosr important feature of the Iife of world Jewry in drc 
present period. This survival throws into relief the relation 
01 the Soviet government toward the Jews as well as all 
n~inoritv antionalities. 
It is ;mazing and distressing to realize that there are Jew- 
i s h  leaders who try to avoid mention of the fact that in the 
Soviet Union millions of lews were saved. Some even are 
.4 
annoyed. Certain "'statisticians,"' who are forced to touch 
upon the number of Jews in the U.S,S,R., invariably reduce 
it by half a million to a million short of the real figure. 
The traveler in presentday Europe, who so often conics 
L I ~ O I I  the heartrending sight of rerntlants of jewries in  vari- 
ous lands, particularly in Poland, is exhilarated by the sight 
of big Jewish communities in Moscow, Leningrad, and the 
Ukraine. This is frightfully important €or the development 
ol the Jewish people as a whole. No historian worthy of the 
name will fail to record this fact in emphatic chapters. 
The fact that the proportion of living Jews is so much 
higher in the Soviet Union than in other countries of Europe 
is  the result of the policy of true equality and friendship 
alllong races and nationalities. 
EVALUATION OF JEWISH DEVELOPMENT 
. IN T H E  U.S.S,R. 
However, the war played havoc with the reconsuuction of 
tllc econatnic and cultural life of the Jewish people in the 
5 
U.S.S.R. At present, any evaluation 01 this development 
must of necessity stop at the year 1989. Neverthk~,  the 
~ p ~ e n t s  be ween 1917 and 1 9 ~  are womln r d -  
isg mt merely for histo&d ~ea90m. They &ow the method 
-how Jewish life m ~ ~ u c t e d  
What was the d composition and general sit& of 
Jews in Russia? 
The last census in mist RUggia was taken in r8gl and 
it serves as a guide to the s o d a l  ampodtion of Jews in old 
Rllssia. mete is ao reason to mume any marked chaagee 
in &at mrn~~gitian when World War I bmke out. If aay- 
thing, the wituattoru became worse, with pogroms in 1903, ~ g o g  
and ather yeam prim ta World War I, and dufing that war, 
beta* ever bloodier. 
A c c x ) ~ ~ ~  to the 1897 eenslllo, "gainully employed" Javs 
were distributed its follows:' 
Per Cmt 
. . . . .  Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . .  
Small and big indusuy. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cbmmerce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Transpof t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mouse and other servants . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Professional, social and government service 
Unproductive and indefinite professions. , . . 
Otbm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
 he full meaning of thse figurn emerges when we d & i ~ ~  
them accoading to social strata and relation to economic pro- 
duction. Aceording to such classification the social cornpi- 
tion of Jews in old Russia was as foIlow8: 
Per Cent 
Workers in big industry. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 a  
Workers in small shops . . . . . . . ,  11.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Artisans 18.4 
1Thesc and o & e  figurn in LhIs chapter, as well as quotations, o d w  
otherwiw Indhteti, are taken From tbc t q ~ k  of thc well-known Soviet 
Jewish starittidaa. L. Singer, The Renovnted People, M-w, #Mr. 
6 
Peamum ............................... e.n 
.................... Clerks, a h  wo$ker:s lan, 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Traders, employers7 indefinite. 544 
Over @ pr 'cent aS the Jews in ad Russia were enwed 
In ammerce or belonged to generally uaprwiuctive group. 
We shall presently see bow the Jews clasikd as "misad' 
a d  "traders'" made their livings Must rtrilringE h the s d  
number d workers employed in big; indwap. Upon exam- 
ining each of the c;r&@es teEy we &dl realj, rhe 
utter hopelmess of the Jews in old Rusgia from the eco- 
node  smndpoint. 
It was the $enad potitid situation prev&g in tsariat 
Russia that had wch a disastff~ls eSea on Jewish life. Om 
result of tbe general persecrrtion of Javs ig old R d  was 
the ereation 01 the M e d  Puk of Settleman& c o m m  of 
ES gubernias, or states, mostly at a low kv& of iadusrrial 
development, including that part of Poland under Russian 
rule, For the mmt part Jews were not permitted to live out- 
side this  pal^" lnte the Pale 94 per cent of the six million 
Russian Jews wese crowded, rnmtly in the After a series 
of lam, edicts" regulations and uhes,  Jews w e  banished 
from Moscow a d  0th dtie ourside the Pale, resaid&, 
subjected to special "attmtioa" The oppres~ions c u h h t d  
in Ehe regulations of 1884 (when a wave of -ma twk 
place) pmhibithg Jews from obtaining land md g g n d y  
moving into v i n w .  J ~ W S  who bad village8 
for generations were bani&& tp tbe citk (m portrayed, tor 
instance8 by S h o I m  dleichem in Tmye the Dairyman). Iimx 
the number rrf pasants a9 we11 as warlcem In big indusq 
was ins'wamr among Russian Jews, who wtm forced to 
become a civ people, a p p I e  mostly of aadcrs and artisans, 
subject to imurnerabIe rurrwinions and unpr-aed perse 
mion. 
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What kind of traders and artisans? Xz will s- to quote 
the following from a report of a r n m m h i o ~  of the tsarist 
government headed by Gount PalIen: 
"The Jm who were pud-ied eur uf other occupations 
have unwiLbgly begurz to engage in trading. Campeti- 
' 
tion mang the trading Jews was sharpened as a sesult 
of th* rqplations of May 3, 188~, after whidl many Jews 
From other places moved into tbe eida and towns and 
competition among them became more intense. Goods 
which were formerly sold in one or two stores began 
selling in five, ten and even oo stores and petty shops. 
PUI this brought about bitter competition among the 
Jews, who began to pnw upon each other." 
The same is true of the artis9ns-tai1ors8 & h e r s  and 
others, Their '"wor~op" were situated hi mw&d primi- 
tive dvuelhgs which often mtxsiszed crf one mom, used its 
bedroom and living-room. In certain parts of tBe Pale of 
Settlement the artisans comprised as high as 60 per cent of 
the total Jewish ppulacioln. Their earnings w e e  &ably 
low. An investigation by the Jewish CoIonieirrion Society In 
Y 88% among Jewish tailom in Poland showed that of those 
investigated 8a per cent earned less than 25 rubla a month 
with m e  earning as little as 8-51 r a b h  a month. The 
yearly earniq of the majority of tailors and carpenters 
in twu gubernias of the Ukraine (Volin and Podol) were 
between lao and ncm rubles. (A. =rzhaitz in jm in rhe 
U.S.SX., p. t 86.) 
Competition was murderous. U n e m p l o ~ n r  was chronic. 
The ski11 of many of the anisam was low. No mox than 
4 , m  Jewish youths attended trade schools in old Russia 
(of a Javish popu1ation of six million). 
No wonder pauperiatim was widespread. In some localities 
of the Pale as many as go per cent of the Jewish. population 
were in need d charity, Bobmmki, in his work an Jew in 
the g~rbemia of Grodno, stated: "Quite often you find as 
manp as 1~ h i l i e s  in 3-4 mm. , . , The meal of entire 
A 8 
families comists of one pound of bread, a herring and a few 
onium." (Quoted in the Moscow Eittikeit, Feb. 1, 1947.) 
"A NATION OF PAUPERS'" 
The cIassic Yiddish writers, Mendele Mocher Sfmim, J. L. 
Pereu, Sholam A l e i ; i ,  portrayed the lmalsezable sri~wlcle 
of rhe Jewish people in old Russia, One of Sbalom AIeickm's 
characters, Menahm MeadZ, typified the widespread luft- 
rntntch, Iiterally "living an air." A. F. Subotia, in his book 
an the Pole ef Settlement (SL Petemburg, 18881 tells a weird 
story of the city of Minsk, and gives a glaring example of 
Jewish parnoses (means of liurdihoas). This tgarist munici- 
pality sold permits to Jews, entidine; them to wander about 
the market place dduxjng fairs, ~ack  in hand or on shoulder, 
to pick up hay dropped hu*n peasants' wagons. , . . 
The majority of Javs formed a "natiun d pauplr* sub- 
jlected to &st pmmciom too numerous to rmunr here. 
All. Jews, even the M u l  of well~to-do, were, with very few 
exceptions, persecuted and o p p d .  ahere wadi a numsrw; 
clavsw for Jewish students in universities, high 9chools, trade 
schools (inside the Pale, Jews were admitted on a ratio of 
ta per cent of all students; outside the pale in St. Permbuqg 
r j  per cent, and in Mossaw g per ant). mere were oppm 
;ive rstrictions on books and newspapers in Yiddiah, the 
theater, s&mls, Religious institutions were not exempt from 
persecution. Life itgeIE was not safe, From time to time the 
tsarist pvernment organized mass bating a m m p d e d  by 
bl&d-poponrs. In October lgag po&rom9 to& place in 
660 cities and mwm. Neady 1,- Jews were killed and close 
to 2 . m  wounded Over e m , m  Jews 9uffened. There was 
the horrible pagrom in Kishinev, B~arabia,  in IPS. And 
there was the ritual murder Erslme-up a@nst the Kiev Jew. 
Mendel Beiliss, in Igir. Jm lived under w t m t  terror, 
'Wo other nationality in Russia,'" k n i n  m e  in 1914, 
"is as oppresscrd and persecuted as are the Jews. &ti- 
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Witism is takingever deeper roots among the well-todo 
elements. Jewish workers are paning under a double 
yoke, as workers and as Jm. T h e  penrecutions against 
Jews have in recent years acquired enormous scope. It is 
enough to mation the anti-J* pogroms and the 
Bgiliss trial. Under such cirrunastanm she o 
Marxists must give pope' attention to the 
t ion. 
"It is geIfevk3ent that the ~ G i s h  question can be mi- 
ously salved together with the bask quaticrns naw on the 
agenda in R d a .  The waking clam must rake its voice, 
and partil~larly loud must be the voice a£ the R& 
work& in grotat a g h t  national oppression." (Lenin, 
Collected Wmks, Vol. 17, p, ngl, Russian edition.) 
THE DAWN OF A NEW ERA 
The oppressive regime of old Russia waa overthrown by 
the organized wmltex~ in the triumph of the Revalution of 
November 7. And only eight days later, on November 15, 
the week-old Soviet government hued o m  the aigmtureri of 
Lenin and Sralin, a hftoric dedaration, written by Stalin, 
The Declaration of the Rights of Natimafities, heralding the 
rebirth of pmph and nationalities in a country which here- 
tofore had borne the name of "prison of nationalities." 
The Ddwation proclaim& (I) equality for dl aatiorrali- 
ties; (4) the fight of self-deteraaination; (3) the abolition of 
all natiomd and religious privileges and resaiaions; (4) free 
dwelopment of all national minorities and ethnic groups, As 
1 
an immediate mult of the revolution, the rebirth of the 
pauperhi, pera~cuted Jewish people began. 
ERADICATION OF ANTI-SEMlTISM IN U.S.S.R. 
Thins began to happen under the Soviets. The struggle 
to eradicate anti-§emitism, the stru&e against pogroms were 
serious mattem Anti-Semitism was deeply rooted among the 
reactionary strata of the Rwian people. The number of 
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d a  hedmm atia their mllabomtora ran into the mil- 
liom, la addition, Denikin, ~ I ~ ,  YudenicchP Petlura and 
other "white1* generals and cotinte~f~01utionaries and inter- 
ventionists & anti--Semi- as their insuuz9e8t. A M b l e  
wave of pogrom tmk plaoe. Over zoo,aoo Jews were &ugh- 
teredI mostly in the Ukraine. During the struggle against these 
loras of intervention and coun~oBzptian much effort was 
exerted by the young Swiet state against the pgmdts, the 
anti-Semites. 
On July 27, 1919 a spcdal decree against anti-Semitism 
was issued by the Swiet gawmment. XRnia delivered hh 
historic phonogrhph recard spetch against anti-Semitism: 
"Shame on cursed tdm,'' k i n  shouted into the re- 
cording machine, %hi& tortured and persecuted the Jml 
Shame on those who spread animosity to Jews, who spread 
hatred against Mher nations.'' 
But these measures against antiSePnitIsaa and pogrom, no 
matter how much & k t  thqr required, were m d y  the first 
steps. There was the hard, long-range jab of remwtruaing 
the social composition of the Jewish people, as well as of 
developing JaPiah cultme. This job waw s d  by the Pmple'~ 
Cmmissariat for Nationalities and arubsidiarieg headed by 
Stdin. This Commissariat among $ e h  devoted its efEorts to 
the development of Jd dnm-Uterature, the rhea& the 
press, chi1dm's homea and. school& 
~ u t  'adwith gchoob alone p u  will not go faP:' ~talin' said, 
- and it will be well to remember this fundamental aspect of 
the solution of the national and Jd qucdan. in the 
Soviet Union. 
"ACTUAL lNBQUALITY IS BASIS OF A U  
lpRIGTIfWP 
In his report, "Narionsl Facton in 'PartY and Srnte Develop 
ment,'' delivered April og. 1 9 3  .at the ]nth Convess of the 
Russian Communist Party8 Stalin said: 
"The trouble is that same nationalities have no prole- 
11 
tarkns ol Lheir own, have never passed &ou& the stage 
of industrial development, or even entered that stage, are 
frighdully backward cnlturally and are entirely unable to 
take advantage of rhe rights granted them bp the rwoIu- 
sion. This, comdRs, is a quedon of greater h p m m  
than the question of sichooh Some d our comrade here 
think that the knot lcan be unravelled by s ~ ~ i n g  the 
question of schools a d  language. That is not so, corn- 
rades. Schools will aot get you very far. The schools are 
developing, so are the languages; but actual inequality 
is she basis of all discord and frictioa" (Joseph Stdin, 
M a r x h  and the National ~ n d  Coianial Question, N, Y., 
P. '56.1 
' This gives an idea how the Soviet government approached 
the problem d remestruction of the Jewish people. National 
cuIture? Of course. Prior ~a World War 1, S t a h *  in his classic, 
Marxism and the National Questioto, wrote: 
"Limitation d freedom of movement, dish-anchisemenr, 
suppression of laqu3e.  restriction of schools, and other 
forms of repression affect the workers no I s ,  if not more, 
than the bourgeoisie. Such a state of a h h  can only serve 
to retard the free development of the intelIe-etud forces 
of the pmhtariat of subject nations, There can be no 
p i b i l i t y  of a full dwdopment of the intellectual facd- 
ties oE the Tartar or Jewish worker if he is not allowed 
to use his native language at rn- and lectures, and 
if his schoclls are closed down"' (p. 17). 
BUILDING FOUNDATIONS OF CULTURE 
As a result of the v l ~  outlined above, the work of develop- 
ing the d t v r e  of aIl.nationalitim within the Soviet Union 
went ahead at h l l  speed. But thia was merely the beginning of 
the work of national. ~e~)muuction. Them was the hard task 
of transforming the ltlftmentchn into productive citizens, of 
putting tbe JtrwEsh people on a sound economic foundation, 
1s 
ot developing a Jewish proletariat and peasantry without 
which no full-blooded national existence is possible. 
Already early in 1919 the Central Committee of the Russian 
Communist Party considered the question of utilizing un- 
settled lands for Jewish colonization. As a result, in July of 
that year measures were taken by the Soviet governnient for 
such colonization in the Crimea and the Ukraine. This work 
eventually culminated in the years 1927-1930 in the estab- 
lishment of the following Jewish national districts; Kalinin- 
dorf, New-Zlatopol and Stalindorf in the Ukraine, and one 
in the Crimea. By that time Birobidjan was already designated 
as a special district for Jewish settlement (March 28, 1928). 
In the Jewish national districts, where Yiddish was an official. 
language and the school system and cultural institutions 
mainly Jewish, a certain limited form of national selfdetermi- 
nation was realized. 
Simultaneously, another process took place, that of indus- 
trialization. Petty artisans and former traders (who preferred 
not to settle on the land) were organized into producing co- 
operatives. Trade schools were established for Jewish youth. 
With the beginning of the first Five-Year Plan in 1928 a con- 
stant stream of Jews flowed into shops, factories and mines. 
Tens of thousands of Jews entered government service, institu- 
tions of higher education, laboratories, etc. The results of this 
development appeared in the censuses of 1926 and 1939. 
According to the census of 1926 there were in the then 
territory of the Soviet Union 2,672,000 Jews, an increase of 
nearly 100,000 compared with the number of Jews on the 
same territory in 1897 (that is, minus Poland, Western 
Ukraine, Western Belorussia, Bessarabia, Lithuania, Latvia 
and Estonia, which were all part of Russia in 1897). In  view 
of the emigration of 600,000 Jews from the same- t e r r i t ~ r ' ~  
since 1897 and the murder of nearly 200,000 In tsarist 
pogroms, the small increase is not surprising. 
The census of January 1939 bhowed a Jewish population 
on the same territory of 3,020,000, a growth of 348,000, or 16 
per cent in 12 years. The social composition revealed by that 
- ->. 3 ,  -; i- ' .5.+j'-,, **-.? j~.;*f;ka&, .. 
census shows a co~npiete tradormarion of the economic struc- 
ture of the Jewish people. 
A TRANSFORMED PEOPLE 
The census of 1gp6 had already showed that r t .4 per cent 
OE the gainfully employed Jew were engagdl in large scale 
industry; in small industry, 3.7 per cent; as clerks, 24.7 per 
cent; as cwperative and independent artisans, ~2.6 per cent; 
as peasants, 8.3 per cent; while the mmber of traders dropped 
to 8.8 per cent. Ten per cent were chdied as "unemployed." 
Cornpad with the figures of 1897 the trend of redistribution 
is striking, but the census of 1926 could record merely the 
beginnings of recanstruction. T h e  national agricuItura1 dis- 
tricts wexe yet to be established. The first Five-Year Plan was 
still in the offing. 
Quite a different picture appears from the census of 1939. 
tire second year of the third Five-Year Plan, The Jewifh 
people, like all Soviet peoples, already consisted mainly of 
workers, mllcctive fanners arid the intelligentsia, classified 
as follows: 
Per Cent 
. . . . . . . .  Workers and clerks 71.2 
Collective larraers 5-8 
.Artisam in co-omrati\+e er~taarises . . . . .  16.1 
Artisans runnini small indepehenz cntes- 
These figures mly reflectctl a historic turn in the develop 
ment of the Jewish people in the U.S.S.R., which w a s  part of a 
general historic dwelapmen t, tlw industrialization of the 
country. This is one reason for the &dine in the relative num- 
ber of dledive farmers since the census of 1gs6, though it was 
ntlt the only reason. dnnther factor in the reduction of the 
proportion oE the rural Jewish population was the lack of 
more free land for  ionization in the Ukraine and Crimea. 
'4 
The appximately zga,wo Jews on land in ~ ( 3 ~ 6  were scat- 
tered over five districts, three in the Ukraine and two in the 
C h e a ,  The possibilities for colon.ization in the Ukraine and 
ehe Crhea were almost exhausted. In acidition there were, 
prior to the turn to indlss-tion, a number af Jews who 
engpgd in "near-town" fanning, tilling the sail on the sut- 
skim d the t~wns. ?'he wave d industrialization swept this 
element off the mil in which it was not rooted, and ipto the 
factories, These developments mainly accounted for the reduc- 
tion of the Jewish farming ppularion by over two per cent 
krween the two m u %  
In spite st this shoftcoming, i,e, the comparatively smaU 
proportion of farmers, the over-all picture is that of a reborn 
pesple. Gane are the "'traders" of old who, tagether with other 
unpraduaive elements, mmpPlsed over 50 per c a t  of the 
Jelkisb populatian! Gone are the "artisans" of old1 Gone are 
the parm~es of tk pupen a1 Minsk! Gone art: the paupers, 
the luftmentchn. Mawhem M d l  became a dbaracter of a 
bygone periodf to be seen only in ShoIom Alekcbern's works 
and on the stage. 
jEWJ9H WORKERS IN LARGE SCALE 
INDUSTRY 
As shown by the above table, artisans stiU comprised a large 
prrccntage of the Jewish population, over no per cent. But 
by lggg this artisan element was quite different fmm chat of 
rhe period c m e d  by the census of 1926, Tbe overwhelrmizg 
majority of these artisans were employed ia industrial c o  
operatives. Their standards d living itnd importance in the 
general economy of tlne country dB& considerably from 
that of 1926. not to speak of pre-revolutionary days. 
One may be justified in complaining that while the figure 
d 71.2 per cent far "workers and clerks" may be tqgeneml, 
othef fqpres compiled in 1936 classifying "workers and clerks" 
ia induuy according to their special functions bed more 
light an this caregory of the lggg emus. In &at year (1936) 
'5 
h e  disiribution of Jewish workets and oihen 
industry ran as follows: 
Ukraine 
Per Gmt 
Workers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fL&q 
Apprentices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.5 
Engineers, ~shaidans . . . . . . . .  13.7 
Clerb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15.0 
Service personnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3-6 
engaged in 
It can therefare be d e l y  stated that the majority of thm 
empJoyd in industry as per the census of ig3g were workers. 
While the census of rgz6 shows a Jew& proletariat of 
merely ~gp,om, this category had g m m  ia the 1939 cemus to 
~m,oooI The uadm of ago6 (8d per cent), the unemplo)sed 
( to per cent)# many of the rlerks (n4.g per q t ) ,  the people of 
indefinite professions, part of the artisans and rnairily the 
yaclth were dram btrr ~ u c t i v e  Eabor, The pmblwa p o d  
by Stalin in 19~3, when he pointed our that mme nationali- 
ties "have no p ' ~ 1 e ~ ~  d &eir own," was salved. 
What kind af proletariat? The s t a t k i a  fm 1936 a h  elassi- 
fied the Jewish worken according to industries* This sh& 
that in rhe Ukraine, metal workers$ induding woskem in 
machine tool industries, accupied first plam (e8.g per c a r ) .  
Needle rvorkem came second (16.3 per cent). There were m- 
tirely new items-Jewish workers engaged in mining per 
cent), in chemical industries (2.8 per cent). Mot only did the 
lews of the U.S.S.R. becorne a prMXuctive people, but tbis pra 
ductivity itself was of a higher quality. The proletariat of 
farmer yean was not only mall but a b  engaged primarily in 
light industries, in the needle tmdes and petty industry* 
GRQVTE? OF JEWISH INTELLIGENTSIA 
The Jewish intelligentsia had grown tremendously. Prim 
to the revdntion there were an the territory of the U.S.S.R. (as 
mnstituced in rggg) 1,500 write13 and artists, q,gm pewm 
16 
eilpgeJ in l~~etlicine and s;lntlaiiw~, guo lawyers, etc. Almost 
all of them made their lirimg by sewing the pauperized 
Jewish ptrpulation. The picrure for the perid prior to 
World War 19 changed beyond recognition, as will be seen 
from d ~ e  lollowing statistics on the mmpit ion WE the Jewish 
in I dligentsira in I 936: 
. . . . . .  Engineers, architects and constructrm n 5 . m  
. . . . . . .  l'echnial personnel . . .  35~- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Agranoqa : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,- 
Other agro-technical personnel . . . . . . . . .  1 ,000 
&ienee 1vorket.s (professors, teachers in higher 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  schoob of learning) 7,- 
Teaohen in elementary. and high doob 46,- 
Cultural and educational workers. (journal- 
iaa, librarians, cclrrb directors) . . . . . . . . . . .  g o . m  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Art workers t7,ooo 
. . .  Doctors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nm,aoo 
Other medical personnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g~,oos 
With rhe numsrur clawus a bZung of the past, with full 
equality not merely on paper but in actuality, the number of 
Jewish pupils ia public and high schools reached the' figure 
of 4 ~ 5 ~ ~ 0 .  In 1936 there were 69,aoo Jewish students in all 
higher institutions of learning and 3g,.ooo in. the technical 
school$ and colleges. 
Jewish culture flourished. During my visit to the U3,S.R. in 
that year (tg36) 1 visited Jewish eIeanentary schaols and tech- 
nictunr in Odessa. Minak, Berditchev and other cities. Scores 
of thoumnds of Jewish &dmn were getting their education 
in Jewish schools. There were ten Jewish state theatem in 
1939, with two dramatic s&mls (one in Moscolv and another 
in Kiev). 
The publica tian of Yiddish b k s  grew by leaps and bounds. 
ZVhiIe in 1913 only 73 titles were published on the territory 
which was part of the U.S.S.R. prior to the last war, 389 were 
published in 1938 in 1,351,060 copies. In 1940, after western 
IXraine and Belnnrssia were returned to the U.SS.R., the 
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Emes F'erlng (the Truth Publishing House) in Muscow alone 
baud a book every day; there were a h  other important Jew- 
ish publishing houses in Kiev, Uarkov and Minsk. 
Both ecotloprically and culturally the transforreation of the 
Jewish people in the course of approximately 15 to 18 ) m s  
was phenomenal. 
WAR, OWACUATION, RE-EVACUATION; 
DESTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION 
After World War 11 broke our, the Eoundations of the 
Jewish people in the U.S.8.R were shattered. It is estimated 
that by June 1941, when Witler- attacked, there were five 
million Jews in the U&.S.R., the increase resulting from the 
return of w e s m  Ukraine and Belorussia as well as Bessa- 
rabia, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia to the %vier Union in 
1g3g-1940. With the exception a£ Mascow and Leningrad3 
w h e  large marrses of Jews reside, the overwhelming majority 
of Soviet Jews lived in the territories which were in h e  course 
of the war overrun by Hitler. Nearly two million of them 
perished in the area which fell to the Nazis in the first impact 
of the dttack, before b e  rapidly organized evacuation d the 
Jewish people before the ommh of the Nazi war machine 
could become fully effective. I£ here  are nevertheless now 
about three W o n  Jm in the U.S.S.R., including over one 
million Jews in the Ukraine, hundreds of thousands in Belo- 
russia, Bessarabia, tens of thousands in Lithuania, etc+, it is 
a result of the superhuman effort on the part of the Soviet 
government in evacuating the Jews born the regions about to 
be occupied by the Nazis ta Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Bashkiria, 
the Kuibishev region, western Siberia, and other regions of 
safety. 
It is worth remembering that zlmost all Jews now living in 
the U.S.S.R., about three million of them, were evacuated, 
including che Jews of Moscow and Leningrad, and were moved 
hundreds and even thousands of miles away from the battle- 
front. The story of this evacuation has yet ta be told. It is a 
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story of pain and sacrifice, of: shattered hmilies, of mothers 
and children 'living" on trains for many weeks, watching 
ather wins speed westward toward the front, Zt is a story of 
heroism, of enlomms sacrifice on the part of rhe Soriet gov- 
ernment, which needed the mimi to mow armies, factories. 
All measures were taken to prevent Jewg drom Ealling prey 
to the hordes of Hider. Hundreds of thousands of Polish Jm, 
who flocked across the Soviet border when Hitler invaded 
Pdand, were a h  evacuated into the interior of the U.S.9.R. ' 
After the war ended, 160,000 of these Polish Jews were helped 
to return to Poland, to look for the remnants ~f their f a m i l k  
many of the Jews who wanted to remain in the W.S.S.R were 
asked by thqCbdttee  of Polish Patriots to return home to 
help b d d  a new Poland. The Ukraine and other areas tempo- 
rarily occupied by Hitla, which practically had no Jews left 
at the time of liberation, again became the home of teeming 
Jewish szammunities (Kiev and Odessa, over aoe,wa each; 
Kharkov, go,cwo; Dniepropetrovsk, ~o,ooa, etc.). 
The Soviet Jew, together with the Ukrainians, Belwussians, 
and other Soviet peoples, are now warking at the hard, pain- 
ful lask of rebuilding their cities, towns, collective fanns and 
mines devastated by the enemy. I saw the destruction on my 
trips thraugh the Ukraine, Belorugsia, Lithuania and central 
parts of the II.3.S-B. This destruction, &is sacrifice on the 
pan of the U8S.R., a sacrifice which saved the dth and 
towns of America and other countries, must be remembered. 
It must be remembered when questions of reparations are 
considered, when the subject of real, friendly relations be- 
tween the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. is approached. 
VESTIGES OF HlTLER'S ANTISEMITIC 
PROPAGANDA 
Reconstrnction meant-and means-more than the rebuild- 
ing of h o w ,  factories, mines, hospitals, etc. There had to 
take place spiritual reconstruction as well, 
The Nazi-fascist pmpaganda of the HitIerites rnade an im- 
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print lwre an3 there. The proyagatlda against Socialism, 
against collectivization, gained some recruits, particulariy 
among former factory owners, kulaks or their fadies.  These 
elements were receptive to anti-Semitic propaganda. 
Even in hose parts of the Ukraine aad Belorussia which 
enjoyed Soviet power for twenty years or more prior to the 
Nazi onslaught (it was only after 192 1 that Sovier Ukraine 
and BeIorussia were rid of the counterrevolutianary and 
white g-uardist bands) &ere were in all probability remnants 
of anti-Semitic sentiments- of h e  days of tsarism, the Pilsudskg, 
PetPllra, Dienikin and other white guandist and interventianist 
hordes. In western Ukraine and hlcn-mia, in LithuaaPa, 
Latvia, Bessarabia, the situation was worse. Up until iggp 
Y 940 these parts wcre ruled by fascist and semi-fadst anti- 
Semitic gavernmenn. The short period during which these 
territories were nnder Soviet rule was barely syffident lor 
eradicating anti-Semitkm, just as there was no t h e  to over- 
come, by education and ather meam (such as collectivizatioa) 
capitalistic md kdak influences left by the old regime. Here, 
the Nazis came upen fertile ground, 
Quire naturally, they made extensive use of anti&mitic 
propaganda. In all occupied territoriesr as well as all along 
t . h  fxonh and even in the Soviet hinterland close to the front 
there was a constant barrage of such propaganda. The &on8 
af prisoners of war and civilians taken to Germany for slave 
Jabor were condnated by it. ObviousIy, the problem of 
eradicating the effects of W a d  propaganda-against Sovietism, 
a&mt collectivization, agajnst Socialism generally, as well as 
anti-Semitic propaganda-+ itself as one of the most 
serious tasks of postwar reccinstruction. 
THE TRUTH a#. SENSATIONALISM 
Soviet leaders publicly recognized it as such and were pre- 
pared €or this task even prier to the defeat of Hitler. 
hnti-Semitism was a part of the general problem of postwar 
reeducation. This evil was, in fact, one BE the fipt the Soviet 
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guvetnmenc went dter. Immediately aItcr Ziberatio~z a vigor- 
ous campaign against anti&midsm began. 
Before 1 left for Europe-, in 1946, there appeared in tht 
Jewish Daily Potwad and other anti-Sovkt publications 
stdm about pogroms in Kiev, gharkov and other l d d e s I  
particularly in the Ukraine. It was clear &om tbe outset that 
no such things could have taken place under M e t  ruk, 
even h e d i a t d y  after liberation. Nwerthelew, while 1 
was in Kim, at t$e end of that year, I mamade inquMe;g about 
these reports. X spoke to people in Momw and to intimate 
friends arriving from Khrkov. There wss, of catage, no 
vurh in the storfs b u t  pgramsl No such things m e d l  
The anti-Semites remembered too we4 that under Soviet rule 
one% isterely punished for such a m  
The vestiges of H i t l h  were enm in '"mild" forms, 
Sometimes one would make an insulw remarkS even though. 
the word "Jew" would rarely be mnmtioaed. h the 1- lines 
before food shops m e  one wadd pas a remark that it was 
aIl "their" fault. Some individuals would my to eeate ani- 
tilosity tolvard Jews without openly adrnirdng being anti- 
M i c  On rare occasions an a n t i W t i c  imult was burled, 
Most Jews hardly encountend my exprwion of aetiSemitismtism 
Some, howevert came in contact with tlris eviI. 
That is how the situation presented iW imnnedhtielr after 
liberation. Again, such anti-Semitic expmions ab were cn- 
coantmd were part of the general legacy af Nazism. 
In a mlativelv short time even the form of 
aaeiSemitism bc&n ta disappear, tm. Saviet life retmed 
to its old self. The process was faster in the cenmal parb of 
rhe country, in tbe Russian RepubIic, or in those pans of the 
Ukrainian and Belonassian Republics wbich enjoyed Soviet 
rule sirace rgm and 1921, as I had the measion to witness 
when I was there at the end of 1946. It took longer in westam 
Ukrxtine ~ n d  Beloxussia, In Lithuania and Latvia. No doubt 
there are still hidden antiSemites in thw latter parts a d  it 
will rake time before they are smoked out or die a natural 
death. 
The bands that were roaming rhe woods along the Soviet- 
Polish frontier were out to kiU Jwrs, as they were out to kill 
representatives d the Soviet government. They were fough~ 
aad exterminated by the Soviets aa enemies of the State. The 
successful struggle agaimt these bands was mother blow at 
anti-Semitism. 
FRIENDSHIP-A BASIC TENET 
Naturally, alongside sterner measures, or warnings, Soviet 
education, in sckmIsI universities, dubs and factories is tak- 
ing &ect, 
" 
Om must constantly be aware of one oX the basic tenets of 
&vier life, one of the foundations of Soviet per-Eriendship 
mnorig nationalities. Antisemitism is simply an anachronism 
under Scfviet rule. There might be hZdden rtx-rmmts here and 
there, jut as there might be former capitalists or kulaks 
lying low, masking ~ s p l v e r j e r j  Such characters are either 
unmasked when put to tag or are assimiiated. But just as 
anti&vietism is incornpatable with Soviet life, sa is anti 
Semitisin. 
One af the features of the stmggli! against anti-Semitism is 
that this evil is rarely singled out. The struggle is apimt 
racism generally, as the memy of the State. It is wmtagtly 
p h t e d  out h t  the Soviet Union consists of many natiunali- 
ties and races and that this Union held twether aad was 
vicroriorrs because it is built an friendship a;$ong nationali- 
ties and ram. One hears and sea these slogans during parades, 
in speeches of Swiet leaders and army commanderst in the 
d m 3  the dab, the m y  barrack. And of .oom &ere 
is article reg of the Soviet ronstituthm outlawing di9crbina- 
tions of, as well as privileges for, any nationality or race. 
h t  but not least, there is the unified effmr of Jews and 
non-Jews to rebuild, to make life easier. 
WBUILDJNC JEWISH CULTURE 
Soviet Jews, t q p h e r  with dI Soviet Citixens, are now en- 
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gaged in pcsceitlI reconsuuction, w bendiiig their efEe1-b for 
the success af thc prqent, the fourtli, Fhe Year Plan. Slowly 
their wnomic and cultural life is being restored. 
Oonditia~ls generally are by far not the same as they were in 
1~~41.  This naturally ir equaHy m e  about facilities for Jewish 
cuItu;ure. For iaatanee, wkule the publlisbing h o w  of National 
Minorities in the Ukraine before the war issued hmdrcds of 
thousands of Jew& books (over 8 4 0 , ~ ~  in ig36), there was 
not ant Jewish print shop after liberation, The building of 
the Jewish State Theater in Kiev was destroyed, and the 
theater company has its home now tempordly in the city of 
Chernovits, 
The Jewish Stak Tiheater of Belorussia, which recently 
retuned to Minsk ham evacuation in Siberia, irJ minus a play- 
house; it plays mice a week in the only theater left-in the 
Belorussian capital which belangs to the main klorussian 
state troupe. These examples indicate that .it will take same 
time t~ restore cultural life tr, what it was before the war as 
the basis for its continued development But Jewisk life is 
being built. 
There i s  vibrant Jewish life In the U.S.S.R. Cultural activi- 
ties of broad scope go on. I w i t n e d  these activities rn+ 
during my stay in the Saviet Union from the middle of Sep 
tern& 1946 to the early part af January 1947. Upon my 
return to America I suited that these activities are on the 
upgrade, on the evidence of my own eyes and on what I knew 
about the plans or the various cultural institutions, the Jewish 
theaters, publishing house, writers' groups, childfen's schools, 
etc. 1 alw knew about the plans far the inteni4fied building 
of Birobidjan. ftrbaquent developments substantiated the 
predictions. 
Finally, and m a t  important, 1 became convinced that in 
the Soviet Union, as everywhere, the interest of the Jewish 
masses in Jewish affairs was heightened as a result of the war. 
This mtimite was pmved accurate by developments this year, 
both in the building of Jewish atlture in the U.S.S.R. gen- 
erally, and in Birobidjan. 
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CULTURAL ACT1 VITY 
.I 
During the two months I spent in Moscow in the winter of 
1gq6, 1 w i m d  more Jewish cultural events than are avail- 
abIc in New York, with its over two million Jews. An evening 
of Yiddish literature took place in the most prominent concert 
and lecture hall in Moscow, that of the %lyte&nicaI Museum. 
Posters in Russian throughout the city heralded "An Evening 
of Jewish Literature." David BergeIson, ftzik FefEer, Aaron 
Kushnuov, Leon Kwitko, Samuel HalZcin and others read from 
their works, while Prof. I. Dobrushin read a short paper (in 
. Yiddish) on the role of Yiddish literature in the present perid. 
There no musical p r q p m 4 y  the reading of Yiddish 
literature. Over I,OW peopIe came, including many young 
people *and students. 
The Jewish State Theater in Moscow, where about 250,ooo 
Jews live, is one of the best in. the Soviet Union. It is a most 
important Jewish national btitution for the endre Jewish 
people. It has an artistic and technical personnel of close to 
400 people-which gives an idea of the mpe of this amazing 
cuItlrral organization, Attached to it and under its direction 
is a dramatic school with about 60 students which is training 
young people for the Jewish stage. The theater conducts 
courses in Jewish literature for the general public. On Mon- 
days (when there k no performances) the theater organizes 
evenings of J d s h  literature, Jewish folk songs and songs uf 
nlodern Jewish poets and composers. 
The Jewish newspaper, Einikeit, which appears in Mosr:ow, 
dso arranges "literary Mondays'" when Jewish writers read 
their newly created works, participated in by Jewish singels 
of the Balshoi Theater (equioaknt, ray, to the Metropolitan 
Opera House of Nav York), or the cantor of the main spa- 
g.ague (I attended several such evenings). T h e  Union of Jewbh 
writers (section of the AU-Sovier Writers Union) arranges 
regular evenings when Jewish writers read their works. 
It would take too much space to enumerate the Jewish 
cultural affairs I witnessed in Moscow, Kiev '(capital of the 
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Ukraine), Minsk (capital OK Belorussia), and Vina (capital of 
Lithuania). 1 attended a gathering in &e Jewish children's 
scbooj in Vilnil, a state school, oE c5urae. During my rtay in 
the U.S.S.R. I also dipped horn Eimikeit itam regarding 
Jewish cultural events in saws of cities in the Ukraine, Belo- 
russia, Lithuania, as well as in the Russian Soviet Fedmared 
kial ist  Republic, outaide of Moscow (Leni- Huibishew, 
Gorki. Magnitogarsk* etc.3. It is impossible to list them here. 
I will, however" dwell upon one affair which is of particular 
significance. It wiU give an idea of h w  differently Jewish 
cultt~re is being developed in a SDEidisr cxrueuy. It will a h  
answer the question about assimilation in the U.S.S.R. 
In October 1946 the JmGh Anti-Fasctr Cammitcee arranged 
a reception for t h ~  editor of the New York Morning Freilaeit. 
Present at &is reception were* b&es the ahwe mentioned 
and other Jewish writers, the foUming: David Wnvsky, one 
of the editors of hat&; Dr. Lena S u m ,  physicist of intern- 
tional lame; Dr. Boris Shimelevitctr, bed of the largest hns- 
pital in the U.S.S.R., the Moscow Batkin Hospital; Academi- 
cian Baris Zbarsky, hero of Socialist labor (it was he who 
preewed Lenin's M y ) ;  Aaron Trainin, intentimally pram- 
inent juridical expert, member of she Soviet legal staff  at the 
Nuembere; trial; Genera1 A. Werabigom, hero of the Soviet 
Union, a Russian; Colonel L. Lidwv-Batia, a Beloru~shn; 
Maxim Rylsky, ane of the foremost U W a n  *ts, deputy 
of the Supreme Soviet, and others. What ww the particular 
significance of this gathering? 
1) Jewish leaders, cultural workers, are mt isolated from 
leaders and cultural workers of other nationnlities. It was far 
this reasnn thrtt non-Jews attend& a function of of J&& 
Anti-Fascist Committee for the editor d a Jewish prqresgive 
newspaper in the U.S.A. 
nl At that gathering the Ukrainian poet and deputy, Ryl&y, 
rhMd the Moscow Jewish writers for neglecting to send their 
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writings to Kiev, where a Jewish Almanac was in preparation. 
1 thought how unlikely it would be lor some of the best known 
American poets to chide Jewish writas m New York lor 
neglectiq to send their writings to a Jewish publication in, 
say, Chicago. . . . I was able ao see, as 1 saw afterwards in 
Minsk, Kiev, Vilna, that the development of Jewish culture 
is not merely the job of Jewish cultural lea&rs; that such 
Jewish leaders are being encouraged by nodews in the de- 
velapmmt of Jewish cultural v d w ~ ~  
3) .The theory of "asshilation through equality" is Sal- 
laciom. An article in Congress Weekly prior to my departure 
for Europe, was thus captioned: '"Asirnilaeian Through 
Equality."' The writer drew an analogy between the U.3-4. 
and t h e  U.S.S.R. and came to the conclusion that in both 
countries this type of assimilation is taking place. I rcatcm- 
bered that article well while I obmed tbe people at that 
reception and listened, to the speeches- T saw and felt why 
the writer of that article was mag.  
That some Ssviet Jews get assimilated, as is the cake with 
many American Jaw, is quite m e ,  though, I am not sure 
that the term "a~~imilation" a n  be applied there. Who is an 
assimilated Jew in in the U.S,S.R? Is a general of the Soviet 
Army who d m  not speak Yiddish assintilared? Maybe. But 
p t t  often meet such a general in the Jewish theater, and as 
a citizen of the Soviet Union, which p m i b  for the develop- 
ment of rhe culture of the various nationalities, he is interested 
in Jewish culture, as in the deyeloprnenr of Birobidjan. 
Assimilation, in the ET.3.A. and other countrie, takes place 
because of inequality, because some Jews are afraid to read 
Jewish newspapers in public A Jewish general: in the Ame- 
rican army (if there b one in peace rime] would certainly be 
nfmid to read a Jewish newspaper; or to go to the Jewish 
thea0k, That would be 'kpmper'" indeed! A Jewish general 
in the U.S.S.R. (and there are many of them) is not afraid, 
and cannot be. 
kt that reception bere was present, as already mentioned, 
the head of the largest .Soviet hospital, Dr. ShimelevitcIn. His 
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counterpart in New York would certainly hesitate to come to 
a recepricm for an editar of a Jewish newspaper. It would 
mat  certainly have been "innpropex" for him to sing Yiddish 
sangs in public. Bur Dr. Shlmekevitch was not ahid  to sing 
for everyone to hear! Teiere Malke, gaunt solstu sein ( d m  
Mafie, keep in good health), and it was in " g d  tone," tom 
Nay, it was the natural thing!-& to the non-Jewish partici- 
pants, they not only consider Jewish culture om of the Soviet 
cultures, they m interested in its development! 
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ASPECTS OF JEWISB LIFE IN THE US.S.R* 
The p i t i o n  of the Jew in the U.S3..R. is di8lerent h m  
that in our own country. The term "assinnilatiod* d m  not 
exacdy apply in the U.S.S.R. though some Soviet Jews are 
not participating in Jewish activities and do not speak or read 
Yiddish. Generally, however, there is an iPruensi6cd national 
coxxioumess among Soviet Jews. And inasmuch as Jewish 
activities and Jewish culmre are part of general Soviet life; 
inasmuch as Birobidjan is being built by the Jewish peopjc 
with generous asshtanu: of the goverpment and the non-Jews, 
the interest among the Jmbh people for these things is wide- 
spread. 
The facts are that, although there are now ahour the same 
number af Jews in the U.S.SK as there were at the beginning 
of 1939, Jewisb boob are having a greater circulation. The 
fact is that Jewish theaters in Macow, Minsk, Tchemovitz, 
Tashkent, Riga, Odessa, etc., are well attended and tickets for 
certain performances we had  to get. The same is the case in 
Kiev, Kharkov, Vilna, Kuibishm and ocher cities in which 
Jewish theaters tour. TmveIing dramatic gmups are organized 
by pvernment cultural agencies to visit small towns, as are 
concerts of Jewish folk mne, literary evenings, etc Shalom 
Aleichern affairs in the various cities and towns invariabl 
turn into raass demonstrations for Jewish culture partidpat &I 
in by repmentativa of the government and d t w % P  and 
party institutions. 
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Jewish life in the U.SS.R. is concentrated in, and is given 
expmion by, the following institutions: 
1) The Jewish Anti-Fascist C o d t t e e  in Mmcow, which 
may be considered the leadership of Jewish life in the U.S.S.R. 
T h e  Committee keeps in  touch with the various Jewish 
cultural and other activities throughout the U.S.S.R. both 
directly and through its newspaper Einikeit; 
n) The Jewish State Theater headed by the Moscow theater 
and dramatic dool ;  
y) The Jewish Writers Associationsf one in each of the six 
republics: Russia, Ulcraine, Belorussia, Lithuania, Latvia and 
Moldavia. Jewih literary magmines are now published in 
Noscaw, Kiw, Minsk, Vilna; 
4) Publishing houses headed by the Emes Publishing House 
in MO%OOW; 
5 )  The Division for Jewish CuIture at the Ukrainian Acad- 
emy of Science in Kiev and the J&h Museum in Vilna, both 
institutions of national .scope; 
6) Jewish children's schools which are to be faund now in 
Vifna, Kaunus, Tchernoviu, and orher places. 
This does not exhaust Jewish activities in the various om- 
munities and collecdve fanas. And there is Birobidjan, which 
i s  a chapter by itself-an extremely important chapter, indeed. 
Then, there are Jewish religious activities. I visited the 
main synagogue in Moscow during Yom Kippur. It was over- 
crowded. with people outside Ihtening to the cantor &ugh 
loud speakers. I spoke to the Chief Rabbi Solomon Shliffm, 
and the thiin head of the Moscow kehillu, Samuel Chobrutsky. 
1 visited synagogues in Kiev, Vilna, Berditchev, Zhytomir. 
There are about goo organized religious communities in the 
U.S.S.R. with a budget ~unaiag into scores of millions af 
rubles. 
There are no Jewish charities-because there are no charities 
in general. There are no separate Jewish hospitals because all 
hospitals are nan-sectarian and non-religious. There are no 
relief activities. These forms of "Jewish activities" which 
dominate Jewish lire in the U.S.A. were rendered obsolece 
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in the U.S.S.R., as they will be in every munvy where un- 
employment and discrimination are abolished. 
JEWISH STATBBOQD 
However, the development of Jewish culture, the changes 
in the social  composition of the Jewish people, and other ' 
achie~aents, tremendous as they were, were still not sufficient 
to place the Jews on a basis oE full eqdi ty  with other natim- 
alities. The Javs still lacked-statehaod. 
On March sr8, rgoH, a territory in the Far East of the 
U.%S.R. in tZre general domain of Khabarovak, lying between 
the Amur River to the muth and the KUqaa, Mountains 
to the north, was designated by the Soviet government for 
Jewish settlement, and in 19% it k a m e  the Jewish Autono- 
mous Region with full self-goverament. 
I shall wt go into details of BirobidjanOs da~Iopment.1 
I merely wish to quote from an editoriaI in the Mascow 
EiaiRelt of May 31, ~gq7, where the reasons far the present 
stepped-up Birobidjan activities are given. The editorial points 
out that Jews have equal opportunities in all part of the 
U.S.S.R. Why, then, should they go to Eimbidjan? T h e  an- 
swer, Einikeit states, t as follews: 
"The new settlers had their opportunities in Vinnitza, 
Be~shad~ Kiev. Bobruisk, bur t h ~ !  as Soviet patriots, fed 
that they are needed in Birab~ Jan . . . in the Jewish 
Autoaomous R e o n .  Thereby the getwe of national dig- 
nity pfays a eat role; they deak to a a k l y  participate 
in the upbui ding of the only Jewish Soviet State in the 
warld." 
f= 
Actively participate. For in a general way all Jews in the 
U.S.S.R. are interested in the Birobidjan devdopment. Jewish 
statehood there will enrich their lile, tao, wil l  give them a 
sense of full equality with other nationalities. Jewish culture 
r T h i q  topic i s  being treated by J. W. Bl~diqh- 
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throughout the U.%S.R will derive strength fron~ Birobobidjan, 
where Yiddish is the larlguage of the state and all its institu- 
tions. In the te&&~= and universities, in the laboratories, 
as well as in the mines, factories 2nd fields of Birobidjan new 
tern for the Yiddish language are king mined. As stated 
in a recent article A. Bachmufaky, lhputy to the Supreme 
Soviet of tire U.S,S,R from Birobidjm, the goal is that Yiddish 
&ouId in the inmedia& future be the language of r'nstitutioas 
of higher karning. Already. Yiddish is obligatory for non- 
Jewish children as wd. 
A full-blooded Jewish nation is being developed in the 
U.SS.R., a nation with its own language a d  culture, its own 
economy, participated in by Jewish workers in factories and 
mine and Jewish farmers, a nation enjoying full equality 
among the numerous peoples af the U.S.S.R., equal among 
equals, A Jewish nation-truly rebarn--or born. 
.4 JE\\ .. 5 H STATE RISES IN BIROBlDJAN 
A &a:e About the Au:ho~ 
J .  S l .  BudisEi is Executive Vice President of ' . 
American Committee for Bimbidjan (An-' , . ,rr ), 
an organization devoted to the settlt- I I L  and 
rehabilitation in Birobidjan of the e w ~  who snr- 
by the Nazis. 
a! vivzd the war of annihiIarion wag against them 
liar. Budish i s  an economist and expen on Soviet 
abirs. 
A =WISH STATE RISES IN BIROBEDJAN 
T HE thirtieth nnrfivewary of the Union oI Soviet %&list Republics has special significance for the Jewish people. It is in that country that a new efa dawned far the Jew 
bringing than hope, ensouraganent and promise at the time 
of heir greatest distrew .The new d a y  had its crowning 
achievement in the establishment md development of the 
Jewish Autoiromaris &&icm. Birobidjan has become an 
anchor for our hopes, renewing aur faith in man"% progress 
and the mainky that na.tiOeal and racial qual i ty  will con- 
quer all forms of national and radd discrimination and 
uppmsio~. 
The designation in 1928 of the territory of Birobidjan for 
Jewish setdement W a twoEold pwprwe, In the European 
part of the Soviet Union, the fund of unwcupied, culti- 
rabh land that could be ma& available for Jews desiring 
to take np farming was practically exhausted. Birobidjan pru- 
rided opportunities for additional substantial numben of 
Jew to settle on land and mpgc in +cuIrure. forestry, 
fishing, etc. But, above all, Bbabidjm presented the Jews of 
t lw Soviet Union with the opportunity to develop their own 
s ta rehd .  
The late president of the US.S.R., Michael I. Kalinin, ex- 
p l a i d  rhese ~ U I ' ~ O S R S  in an ad&= to the workers of the 
~ S O S W W  ind~rstrics on May 28, +ggq. Said galinin: 
"Three million Soviet Jews are the only nationality in 
the U.S.S.R. that has no statehood . , . In the Jewish 
Autonomous Region, Birobid.jan, there will develop a 
great socialist commlction. and hand in hand Mzh tt a 
genuine socialist Jewish cdtttre, . . . How are people re- 
gmem-ated? They are regenerated by contact with the 
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hard, h o s t  virgin nature sf the region, thro h the 
great creative effort that it demands. . . . Just B e  thc 
early American cowboys, the Birobidjan people will have 
to conquer nature. Naturally, thc development of a great 
region is a the-consuming process. . . . I consider Biro- 
bidjan as a Jewish national state. The elevation of Biro- 
bidjian to dte status sf an Autonomous Region [in r~$,gq] 
is n result of the will a£ the Jewish nwsses to strengthen 
h e  work in Birobidjan and develop Jewish national 
statehood . , . As to the transformation of this region 
into P Republic, it is merely a mattes of time. . . . T o  
create a republic out aE a region will be easier than it was 
to transform p disuicr county] into a region. The eleva- I tion of the Region to t e s ta t~~s  of Republic depends r ) n  
the efforts of the toiling Jews themselves.'" 
A RICE AREA 
Birobidjan is located in the Far Eastern territory of the 
Soviet Union, in the bend af the Amur River above Mao- 
churia. Its area is fifteen thousand quare miles. It extc~~ds 
from the city of ObIuchie in the west almost up to the 
city of Khabarovsk on the east-a distance of too miles along 
the TransSiberian Railroad It is bounded on the south 
by the -Amur River which separates the region from Man- 
churia for a distance of over four hundred miles. Although 
it lies about 'five thousand miles east of Moscow, it b no 
further from the equator than Buluh, Mhnesota, Paris, or 
Montreal. Its climate is similar to that af the states of Maine 
a d  Minnesota, but has much more sunshine. This climate 
is quite favorable for such c ~ p  as spring wheat, early varie- 
ties of maize. ptatoes, oats, soy beans, rice, grapes and all 
vegetables. The abundance of fine flowers make it one of the 
leading honey-producing areas of the Soviet Union. Its di- 
mate and vegetation make the region adaptable for large- 
scale livestock-raising. 
Heavy woods cover about 32 per cent of the entire area 
and the timber resources axe estimated at two and one-half 
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billion cubic fmt. This forms an excellent trash far the buird- 
ing and furniture industries and for the production of pulp 
and paper. The forests teem with fu-beariag animals, includ- 
ing some valuable species such as $ahlea, foxa, beamI racwns, 
squirrels, deer, etc. e 
 h he northem part of the Jewish Autonomous Region is 
rovered by the fmtbiIilb ef the IChin$afl Mountains abounding 
in rich deposits of useful minerals: cod, iron ore, molybdenum, 
lead, mapmite, dolomite, gold and graphite. Rmentiy, large 
& p i t s  of tin were dismvmed in Bhbidjan. The region has 
practically inexhaustibk mppEics cEf ~rrstmction minerals, 
such as Zimestant?, marble, day and sand, and some 40,000 
acres of peat dp;posits. 
The regfan derives its name fram the two rivm, Bira and 
Ridjan, running from narth to south and emptying into the 
Amur River. The total length of all rivers and lakes of &e 
Jewish Autonomous Region is m e  z,mo miles. The Iaka 
and rivers of Bkbidjaa abound in fish, supplying the bash 
far a thriving Wing and amhg industry. The hardy, 
Iiealthy climate and rich natural resources of Birobidjan 
have made possible for the new Jewish sertIw, with the as- 
sistance of the U.SS.R. as a whole, UJ develo in a cornpafa- E tively short time agriculture and industries w ich have made 
the reg-ion not onfy self-sustaining but a h  enabled it to pro- 
vide sarplum for the Red A m p  during World War 11 and 
to o h  a haven for thoman& of Jewish war orphans, evacuees 
and refitgee Jews in the present perid of postwar rehabilita- 
t ion. 
JEW'S ROOTED IN TIIE LAND 
There are about z,ma,m arms af tillable soil in the region, 
Up to the estabIishmerrt of the Jewish Autonomons Region, 
the area under cultivation was so small that the average 
annual innease in the cultivared.areas amounted to only a 
few hundred acres. In the p t  ten years, however, more than 
17,- ams  of farest land have been drared and 84.m acres 
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uf virgin land we1.c brought under rultivatioa. During. the 
same period, f 7 , m  acres at marshland were drained. At pres- 
ent, tile region has a tolal cultivated area ok l o g . g ~ o  acres, 
and it  is increasing rapidly. 
Most significant is the transfor~nation oE ihe rww Jewis11 
settlers, former artisans and trading people u~ta IligHy skilled 
bmers. One of the oldesr Jew& ccollecti~c lanm in the 
region, Waldhtini, was represented at the .All U~lion .4gri- 
cultxal Exhibition in Moscow in ILJS&ILJ~L and receitd 
premiullls for nuny oE its excellent mops. 
Catticbreeding has also made record gainb. .Urnnost two- 
lhirda of the rixry-six collective farm in the regiulr have three 
'cattle-fama each; onequarter have four ear11 and ten per cent 
two each. Thm are goo head ol cattle in eadi kulkhox farm 
and up to Lioo cattle in each of che five, state farms 01 the 
region. A kpming has also been made in horse-raising artd 
the region has five horse-breeding farm. 
Another imprtanr branch of agriculture is apiculture; 
there is hardly a Aoikhaz in Birobidjan without a beehive. 
At present here are 84 beehouses in the coilective £ a m ,  
with l o , m  hives. The present plan provides far increasing 
the number of beehouses to s,goo, with zgo,ot~o hives which 
would pravide 5 , m  tons 01 honey a yeat. 
I t  is important to emphasize that the new Jewish settlers 
in their struggle to conquer this virgin lat~d have succeeded 
not only in developing. a large cultivated area and establishing 
tmny succewful coUective Earms, btrt have also $eveloped 
outstanding Jewish agriculturists well-known rliroughout the 
entire Par East. 
INDUSTRIAL CENTER RISES 
The progress of industrial development has paralIeIed that 
ol agriculture. At the time Birobidjan was designated for 
Jewish settlement there were practically no industries there. 
l'he only railroad station within the region at which the 
IiansSiberian express would step far a minute was Tikhon- 
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kaya (in Englhh it means "qaiet")-a little rillage of a few 
hundred peaple. Out of this villa@ grew the present capital 
of the Jewish Aufonamaus Regk~n~ Bhbidjan CityI with a 
population of 50,000. 
Birobidjan City is a hiving, indusnid~ agriculturaf an$ 
cultural center of the region. I r  has many fine buildings, paved 
sw-eers, asphalt sidewalk, and in 1946 it a h  got a 8 p t m  
of water suppi? and sewage disposal. 
The well-liarown Jewish writer, S. Gordon, in Phe summer 
of 19.46 visited Birobidjan after an absence of ten years. Here 
i s  bis own description of his impressions: 
"I I unable to recopbe it," says Bdr. Gordon. "Birobid- 
jan is at present a tern desigmting excellent highways, as- 
phalt& s&iewalksl big buildings, water aupply, sewerage, 
s p u w  and streets lined with trees and &rub&" He describe 
the varims streets starting from the great brick railro~d sta- 
tion, one d the most beautiful in the entire Far Eat, on the 
October Street-"an exceptionally beautiful street, with two 
m d  threestory bri& builhgs, and with t r d i e d  asphalt 
sidewalks.'" Then, p i n g  to ItaIWrnsk aod Waldbeiaa Streets 
where the majar public institurians are conmmtd, such as 
the Bwobidjan Matachine Tractor Station, the Music sduml, 
the Radio Broadltasting station, the M e M  scholal, the Nor- 
mal school, the College for Railroad Technichm, the b d d -  
ings of the Regional and County pvements,  the Moving 
Fictune house at the central quare, and starting h r n  there, 
the Shalom Aleichem Street, and the L d n  Smmt with its 
furniture plant, wagon and wheel plant, the four-story build- 
ing of the newspaper* Biwbi;dien S k t m ,  the Jewish State 
theater, the I m p  brtifding of the Ten-Ifear &mi, the hotel 
with telephone service in each morn and a mug1 hea- 
system, and the side streets with th& fktasies induding the 
p l ! w d  factary. the tile plant, the machine shop, the several 
brick plants, the saw and l u m k  mill and the plant far the 
production of doom, w i n d m  and ather prefabricated par& 
far h11ws. the large dothlng factary employing awr t , m  
people, the department stores, the " r~emm" ( p r y ,  
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delicateasen store), aweraw other stores, the Park of Culture 
and Rest with its stadium for oports, the numerow small kc- 
torits and co-operatives, enterprim produsing kitchenware, 
food products, soft driaks, etc. All of this made the impres- 
sion upon Mr. Gordon, "of a big dty," 
"The more I walk the streets af Birobidjan, the more I have 
ehe feelw continues Mr, Gordon, "that 1 am not in the Far 
East but mewhere in the South. The center of the cityr wich 
its brightly-lit brick buildings and thickly-treed lanes is very 
similar to that af the center of Evpatoria, Feodasia, and 
Jankoy. You have the feeling that these streets will bring you 
to the sashorere" 
Among the older industrial establishments in h e  city 
are h e  large clothing factory, furniture factory, leather fac- 
tory, sawmill, plywood plant, barre1 plant, wagon plant, brick 
works, mechanized bakery, printing shop, electric power sta- 
tion and several food and beverage producing plants. The 
large machine and automobile repair shop which service 
the eight machine &actor stations of the region are rapidly 
becoming &he initial units for a machine produihg and re- 
pairing iedu8tr)s World War 11 retarded the rapid indus- 
trial dwelapment of Birobidjaa However, immediately after 
the war, new industrial construction began again on a large 
scale. On rhe BirofeId Highway, not far from the City of 
Birobidjan, a tile factory with a capacity of $ip,amo tiles 
a year has just started. 
The building of a large textile mill was stqted in March, 
194.5, and tbe first oompleoed section of this mill was put into 
operation in 1947. The production capacity of 'this combine 
when compkted with 6,780 spindm and 190 looms, will be 
five d i o n  meters of fabrics a year. It will also produce large 
quantitia of felt and yarn for the knit-s indusay. A new 
shoe factory began production in August, 1946. Its total initial 
capacity will be rg,ooo pairs a year. However, the plant pro- 
vide~ fox the extension of its capacity to ioo,ooo pairs a year. 
.4 large conkctionary factory is in operation now. 
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EXPANDING T H E  INDUSTRIAL AREA 
Birobidjan City is nor the only industrial center of the 
Region. Near Londoko at Teploye Uzero (Warm Lake) abe 
construction of a large cement plant has begun. This will be 
the biggest cement plant in the entire Far East. In the 
town of Birokan the first pulp and paper plant of Birobidjan 
has just 33ew put in operation 
There are, in the Jewish Autonomous Region, 6o substan- 
tiaI industrial enterprises, not counting the numerous co-opera- 
live factories. It is a matter of general knowledge that the 
turn "Srakhanovite worker" Is used in the USS.R. to desig- 
nate the most highly skillful and productive industrid workers 
who make up only a few per cent of the total number. The 
total number of worken in the various industrial enterprises 
of Birobidjan who have merited the tide '!Smkhanovice work- 
ers"' exceeds n,ooo. The city of ObIuchie, and the towns of 
Izvsstkovaia, TeployeOzero, Londoko, KhiaganI Khkan.  
Birobn, Inn, Stalinsk and Biro are also important industrial 
centers of the Jewish Autonomous Region. All towns h v e  
ptadum cosperativa in the lumber and wmdwwking in- 
tlustries, the produdon af tar, and fishing and canning, etc. 
In addition, most d the tawns have also impreant large-scale 
industrial enternrisps. 
Oblucfiie hasagreat railroad shops: it is the center for the 
nearby Sntari Gold Works, has a s&mI for Iocomotive engi- 
neers, several high schools, a theater, several dubs, libraries, 
ht~pitals, a Park of Culture and Rest, a sports stadium. 
motion, picture theater, etc. 
Landoko is the center of the lime indusey. The lime plant 
has a capacity of 84000 tons a year. 
Khingan is the center of the recently discowred rich tin 
deposits; it is a boom-town planned for about 30,- w d e r s  
la be emnloved in the tin mines and smelters. 
~eplog$-dztm is the center of the cement industry with 
the biggest cement pImt in the entire Far East. 
B i d a n  is the center of the marble and paper industries. 
I h e  tl~arble r o d u d  in Bhokan is of green-red r-ofors, among 
the best in 1 e USS.R., and was used for the ronsur~ction of 
the beautiful Belarussian starion of the Mossow subway. In 
1947, there was put into upption in Birohn the first &per 
mi11 of the Region. 
Not far from Birokan is the famous sesort town of Kuldur 
with is6 hat springs, known far their curative effectrr for rheu- 
matism and digestive troubles, with its modern hospital build- 
ings. The town of Inn is the center of lammotive repair shops 
and auxiliary industries, and dsy) bhe center for mining rail- 
road transportation workers and technicians. The town of 
Shdirisk h rEiartinguished by its modem Agricultural College 
with its Experimental R ~ a r c h  Stations that are supp1ying 
the Region with an increasing number of scientific agrtul- 
twists. ' 
The Ushuman 4 mines haw starred to produce coal dur- 
ing the present yeat. A pencil Eactory b n i  local graphite and 
cedar w d  is being built. During the war the Region sstarcecl 
the,producti~n of pwa&uters and &lrr for military vehides. 
These war indusuies are now being converted to peacetime 
product ion. 
The construction and railroad industries are making rapid 
strides. The builldbg of improved highways* housing facirities. 
schools and public buildings is one of the major tmb of the 
Jewish Autonomow Region at prmmt. While Bimbidjan has 
all: the rrecesary raw materials and can easily obtain the 
needed labor fm, since tens of thousands d new settlers 
are applying daily for admission to Bhbidjan, tbP Region 
suRer8 from an acute shortage a£ eommction rnacbinlerg. 
There are twenty railroad stations within the geographical 
limits of Birobidjan. There are large railmad depots and 
shops at ObIuchS~, Inn and Bhobldjan City. Whilc there 
were no J d s h  railmad workers among the original Jewish 
settlers sf Birobidjan a substantial numb* of highly skilled 
lacomotit~e engineers, foremen and mnductm, stationmas- 
ters, etc, have been mind in the %q$on. A number of new 
railmad bran& lines are ttnder mnstGtction, mnnecting such 
important industrial entetprises as the PJshaunan ced mines 
with the Trans-Siherisur Rail way. 
JEWISH SELF-GOVERNMENT 
Birobidjan enjoys full self-goven~ment in all local affairs, 
including regional agriculture and industrial pla~lning and 
development, police, militia, health and sanitation, local 
taxation and the collection of federal taxes. The local authori- 
ties are elected by the lo& population, and the Region is 
represented on the Cauncil of NatEonaIities ot the Supreme 
Soviet of the US.S.R. Elections of Deputies to local Swieo 
and regional ltegislatum of the Jewish Autonomous Region 
were held in December, 1947. All citizens eighteel1 years of 
age and over hare a right to vote. About n,wo candidates 
had been nominated for the various regional and municipal 
offifices thraughoart tlze Region, A candidate must receive an 
absolute majority of all the votee cast to be elected. In case 
no candidate gets an absolute majority, a run-off election is 
held. BirDbidjan is the only place in the world where all 
ballots are printed in Yiddish. In individual cases, ballots 
printed in Russian are provided for voters of other nationali- 
ties who do not know the Yiddish language. 
The Municipal Council of Bimbidjan City consists of 73 
members. Out of these 73 Deputies elected in Decernkl-, 1947, 
45 are Jews and a8 are non-Jews, representing the various 
other nationalities of this capita1 city. Among the members 
of &e Municipal Council there are 11 dth, a university edud 
cation and ng with a secondary education. There are ng 
women Deputies. 
The budgetary income ol the Jewish Autonomous Region 
in 1946 reached 43,555,mo rubla, and the expenditures 
amounted to 41,454,000. The budgetary appropriations for 
1947 are 52,266,ooo mbles, an increase of zg pet eent as againsr 
1946. The savings of the residents sf Birobidjan were, be- 
sitles. large enough ta enable them to putrhase Soviet State 
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Ban& of d~ May, 1947, Loan to the &unt of 18,373,ooo 
rubles. 
By the ei~~tablishlnent d the Jewish Autonomous Regian, 
the Soviet Uaion presented the Jews with the opportunity 
of acquiring dl the attributes of a nation, thus enabling them 
to develop their own culture, national in form and Socialist 
in content, on zhe basis of the historic wntinuiry of the 
cdzural heritage! of the Jewish people. 
The sound economic, social and politid foundations have 
mde possibk for the: Jewish Autanomotss Region to develop 
within the &art t h e  of onIy thirteen $.ears into one of the 
most important cent- 01 Jewkh culture in the world We 
shall hie07 degqibe its major dtural achievgaaents. 
The cultural dewe1opment of Bixobidjan is of spedd his- 
toric sipikance. At present Birobidjan is the onIy Jewish 
cmmmunity where Yiddish culture embraces every human 
endeavor as the superstructure of the produchn relation- 
ships of the Regiw. It is the only center wbere Yiddish cul- 
ture is developing on the sure fomdatioa of the entire eco- 
nomic, social and political Iik. Here Yiddish is the language 
of the community in its everyday life: in rhe marketplace, 
in goverment institutions, in the schools as the language 
of instruction, in the mrbI in industry, mde and transpr- 
tation. 
DEVELOPING jEW;CSH CULTURE 
The Yiddish sch001 system of Birobidjan has no parallel 
mywhere in the world. Them are nurseria, kindergartens. 
elementary schooh, high schools, four coUqes,  a music school, 
a school for physical dture,  munm of kindergarten teachers, 
agricultural experimmtaI and reraareh stations, eve* and 
day schoals for adults, schooIs for civia, libraries, reading 
rooms and clubs The writer had the opportunity to visit the 
public schooIs, high ~hoo l s  and colleges of Birobidjan. It 
was a red thrill to watch the classes in mathematics, physics, 
chemistry and natural sciences conducted in the Yiddish 
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maguage, aed crxaminc the student" norcbooks in the same 
langua%e. The educational r m h d s  of the Binobidjan schools 
aad colleges are sewfid to none. They d d  do credit to 
nimjlar educational institutions anywhere. Even though rhe 
Region still lacks adequate school equipment and sllpplia 
and is short of textbooks, the school educational lewl am- 
pares fa~oxably with that prevailing h m a t  civilized coun- 
tries. 
The four-year normal school for teachers in the City oE 
Birobidjm has already supplied the Region with several 
hundred teachers. Of the four experimental research stations 
in the various districts of the Region, one is devoted to all 
uops while the other three specialize respectively in seeds, 
vegetables and fruits. In this connection, we should mention 
the Yiddish scientific publications of the st* of the college 
and experimental stations, including 8. Gottlieb, Zolocnictlty 
and D. Sokohky on such subjects as the various craps of the 
Jewish Autonomous Region. 
The M e d i d  College in the City of Birobidjan offm a four- 
year course for assistant physicians. The railroad d e g e  has 
already given the Region 6n5 railway technicians. The seven- 
year musk school graduated 80 students in 1gq7 and its prea- 
enr enrohcnt consists of same roo students of violin, piano, 
clarinet and bayan (a local musical instrument). In 1947, a 
beginning has been ma& for &e establishment of an art 
~chml for chiIdren, The weU-known Leningrad Jewish painter, 
Fs'simerinov, has settled in Birobidjan and conducts two art 
Ichools for talented children, one a t  the House of Pioneers 
and the other at the Children's Home for war orphans. Some 
fihy children attend these two schools. At this writing, we 
have received word that t h i s  steps have been taken to estab- 
lish a full-fledged Jewish State University in Birobidjan City. 
STUDY OF YIDDISH OBLIGATORY 
mt year the study of the Yiddish Ianguage was made 
obligatory £or the non-Jewish schools of the R&on. This 
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year, a special textbook, Yiddish for Non-Jews, has been pub- 
lished by H. RabinLa i t  seems to us that this is thc only I 
case where a textbook of that nature has k a m e  a necedty ' 
for units of the regular schooI system anywhere in the world. 
Amang other cultwal imtitutiom are the Jewish State 
Theater, which is Ihe pride of the Region; E I I ~  Central Library 
bearhg.the name of Shoforn Aleichm in Bhbidjnn City, 
which has a total d ~go,auo volumes (r10,8ao titles), includ- 
ing some a g , m  on Judaic%; ag Libraries throughout the 
Region, fi reading rooms, old clubs, six houses d culture, 
97 stationary and la portable moving picture houses, 15 
radio substations, numerous choruses and music enseanbles, 
several vocational schools, parks of rest and culture and the 
Regional museum devoted to the flora, fauna and pakontol- 
ogy of Blrobidjm tlnd the history of Regional development, 
to exhibirs of Jewish culture, from ancient timea to the pres- 
ent, including a special depnrtment-"The Jew and Human 
Culturew-devoted to &e contributions of such autstandbg 
Jews as Spinoza, M\8arx, Heine, Mendelmhn, Rubenstein, etc. 
The rapid development d educational institutions in Biro- 
Zlidjaa is ~ ~ e d  in a growth of the educational budger: 
a,4olo,m rubles Icn rgg& 1 8 , 4 0 0 , ~  in ~946; the appropria- 
tion for 1947 is over aems,oao rubles. 
Birobidjan p m  and kitmature deserve much more space 
than we can give it here. avbe Region bas one Yiddish riews- 
paper in the City of Bifobidjan, Dm Stem (The Star), and 
several ia the various district centers. A number of talented 
writers and paets, dramatists and plastic artists has grown 
up during this short period of rime in the ~ewhh Autonomous 
Region and have a prominent place among the Jewish writers 
af the Soviet Union and throughout the world. The small 
group of Birobidjan paintem-L. Sevin, N. Garshman, Siaman 
and Rosenblit-are distinguished by their full appreciatian 
of the specific character of the Birobidjan landscape and the 
natural, industrial and social life of the Region. Their studies, * 
sketches and paintings rdect the pioneering life and rapid 
canatmetion of the Jewish Autonomous Reghn. 
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NEW IMMIGRATION RAGILITATED 
Early in 19.47 the Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union 
iuued instructions to aU Soviet Republics to facilitate in 
every possible way the immigration of mew Jewish settlers te 
Birobidjan. In 1946, h Jewish families arrived in Birobidjp 
from other parts of U.S.S.R. In 1947. 1.500 Jewish f a d i e s  
arrived in Birobidjan in six large contingents, in acidition to 
hundreds of Jewish war orphans and numerous Jewish fami- 
lies who arrived in small groups. During the month of De- 
cember, three addition4 contingents of new Jew* settlers 
left for Birobidjan; on December 6, 255 Jewish families 
horn Crinlea left the city of Evpatoria for Birobidjan; on 
December 14, 248 Jewish families left Kherson, and on 
December 28, I tq. Jewish families kft  the city of Nikolaicv 
for the same destination, making a total of 617 families in 
the month of December alone. According to the available 
:latest oficial data, no,ooo Jews from &he war ravaged ritgions 
do£ the U.S.S.R. were settIed in Birobidjan awing the 18 
'months up to the end of 1947. (See U.S.S.R. lnformatian 
Bulletin, published by the Soviet Embassy in Washington, 
D.C., A p d  28, 1948, p. 256.) 
The latest report of the new Governor, M. Levitin. just 
clccted by the Legislature of the Region, dated February 
lo, 1948, states that in the month of January, 1948 done, the 
hirjnber of new Jewish arrivals in Birobidjan reached n , m .  
The Jewish Autano~~llous Region has, since the conclusion of 
the war, accepted thousands of refugee and evacuee Jewish 
war orphans and is maintaining them with the co-operation 
of the American Birobidjan Committee. Four special &l- 
&en's homes in Birobidjan City, Londoko. Waldheim and 
Bira have been organized for that purpose. 
There is an increasing popular desire among the Jewish 
masses of the Soviet Regions thae had becn occupied and 
largely destroyed by the Nazb to go to Birobidjan and par- 
ticipate in the upbuilding of this Jwish state. To quote only 
two instances: Efraim Eranovsky, a Crimean fariner, writes 
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in the narrae of Mty farm families: 'We arc envious of the 
Itortunate Jews who have already arrived in Bhbidjm; our 
aspiration to settle in ;the Jewish Autonomous Region is very 
great." Another Jew, H h  Heis, states: "My strongest desire 
is to go to Bhbidjan and contribute with my otvn labor to 
the building up of the JewiiPh Autonomow Region. I am not 
afraid of any d&ultiese8 I h o w  how to w o r v  
The natural resouroes of Birobidjan make possible for it to 
absarb hundreds of thousands of new settlers and provide a 
high ~Mndard of living. The red d i ~ l t y  arises from the 
l a b  of homing facilities and m a x g h l  machinery and tools. 
Under present canditioru, keeping in mind the u n p r d n c e d  
destruction suffered by the Swiet Union in t8e war. these 
marginal fadlitits mn be provided laally only selativdy 
slowly. The peat number of Jews seeking an opportunity to 
go to Birobidjan are thys unable to be received immediately. 
The m p t i o n  of American Jews muld play an impmint 
part in facilitating and hastening the development of the 
Jewish Autonomous Region. 
BlROBID JAN AND PALESTINE 
It is i m p i b l e  to overestimate the historic significance of 
the Jewish Autommous Region to the Jews of the world. It  
has supplied an unchallengable answer to aU anti-Jewkb 
calumnies slandering the Jews asl unfit for anything but trad- 
ing, brokerage and similar "unproductive" operations. But 
here is Birobidjan-a land built up by the hardihood and 
labor of Jewish pioneers. Here is a sdf-governing Jewish com- 
munity chat has developed thriving industries and agriaInue 
as well as splendid cultud institutions, highways, transpor- 
tation, that has built cities, towns and vilIages by its tireless 
and efficient Iabor. The historic accomplishment of the Jewish 
people in the Jewish Autonomous Region has added to the 
dignity of the Jews everywhere, and has become a factor in 
their struggle for recognition and quality. 
The fact that the Jews have gained all the attributes of a 
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nation h Birobicljan has contributed enommusly to the ob- 
taining of the decision of the United Nations in favor of an 
independent Jewish state in Palestine. The warm support 
given to that decisian by the delqation from the 50viet Union 
undoubtedly was based on the m e  philo~i~phy of that coun- 
try which made i t  extend every facility to its m Jews to 
enable them to establish a state-unit. forI if it is the inherent 
right of the Jews of the hviet Union to build up a Jewish 
state, and they have shown their capacity to do so, there is 
c e d y  no re- why tbe same right should be denied to 
the Jewish people of Palestine, who have shown the same 
pioneering spirit and capacity, and the same d m h  and 
I aspiration to develop a Jewish atate there. 
I Birobidjan is a mPincbg example to every civil&+ mun- 
try that full equality for the Je* people, as well as for all 
national minorities, is within the reach of lthe &mocraric 
form of the ~nnmruaity. WBat has been achieved In one 
great country can and must be achieved in every democratic 
country. Jewiah equality, the development of Jewish culture 
on a basis of the historic continuity of the Jew* cultural 
heritage, has been proved by Bhbidjan .to be of benefit not 
ody to the Jews but to the country as a wh&. It lends en- 
couragement and confidence in the struggle of all progressive 
forces fos the elimination of bigotry, dimimktion and snti- 
Semitism. Birobidjan has provided the Jews with all the 
attributes of a nation. It has opened a new era io the history 
of the Jewish people. 

